CONDITIONS   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS—NAVIGATION
to meet the king.1 According to the life of Saint Genevieve (d. 512),
Saint Simeon Stylites (d. 460) is said to have questioned the
negotiators euntes ac redeuntes concerning her.2
But in addition to these merchants, who travelled to and fro,
there were many who had settled in Gaul.3 They are mentioned
in many inscriptions. There is one in the chapel of Saint Eloi in
Eure,4 near the mouth of the Seine. The Syrian to whom it relates
was doubtless trading with Britain.
Among these merchants there were very wealthy individuals
who settled in the country when they had made their fortune*
Gregory of Tours mentions a negotiator of Bordeaux5 who pos-
sessed a great house in which was a chapel containing relics, and
he offered a hundred and then two hundred gold solidi in order
that these should not be taken from him. Another such merchant
was that Eusebius of Paris, negotiator, genere Syrus,* who purchased
the episcopal dignity, and then, finding fault with his predecessor's
scola, constituted one of his own, which comprised only Syrians.
We see, then, that they abounded in Gaul, but more especially, of
course, in the South.
The population of Narbonne in 589' consisted of Goths, Romans,
Jews, Greeks and Syrians. It so happens that we have no infor-
mation relating to the Syrians in Italy, Africa and Spain, but we
can hardly suppose that what was true of Gad was not also true
of these other countries. There must have been Syrians and Greeks
among the foreign traders (transmarini negotiators) mentioned by
Theodoric and the law of the Visigoths. We know from the Vita
1 Hist. Franc., VIII, i.
a ss.rer.mbrov., vol. III, p. 226. KRUSCH, the editor of this text, regards
this as non credibilel
' 8 E. lbbiant, Inscriptions chrtiiennes de la Gaule, vol. I, pp. 207 and 328.
Cf. Nos. 225 and 6133, Cf. h£ron de vhxefosse, Deux inscriptions chrdtienncs
trow fas <J Carthage, in comptes rendus dbs stances db l'acad^mib dbs
INSCRIPTIONS ET BELLES LBTTRES, Ipl6, p. 435.
4 B. LBBIANT, Op. dt., vol. I, p. 205, HO. 125.
* gregory op tours, Hist. Franc., VII, 31.%	* Ibid., X, 26.
7 Council of Narbonne, mansj, Sacrocrum Conciliorum,., Co/too, volJX,
circa 1015 and circa 1017.
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